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Overview:
Fantasy of Frost is the first action-packed title in The Tainted Accords.

Sometimes it takes death to show you how to live.

***************************************************************************

I know many things. What I am capable of, what I will change, what I will
become. But there is one thing I will never know...

The veil I've worn from birth carries with it a terrible loneliness; a suppression
I cannot imagine being free of.

Some things never change...

My mother will always hate me. Her court will always shun me.

...Until they do.
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When the peace delegation arrives from the savage world of Glacium, my life
is shoved wildly out of control by the handsome Prince Kedrick who, for
unfathomable reasons, shows me kindness.

And the harshest lessons are learned.

Sometimes it takes the world bringing you to your knees to find that spark you
thought forever lost.

Sometimes it takes death to show you how to live.

Buy now and join Olina in this coming-of-age, fantasy adventure.

Now available in audio!

Warning: Cliff-hanger ending. Suitable for mature young adult readers due to
swearing.

*******************************************************************

"I felt love, excitement, respect and a ton of heartbreak..." - Amanda Nicole
Books

"Kelly St. Clare has quickly become one of my favorite authors and I am now a
fan for life." - Amie's Book Reviews.

"This story is wonderful for teenage girls, young women and the all around
book lover." - Genuine Jenn
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